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Message from the Chairman
As a leading cricket charity for disadvantaged young people, our focus is
naturally orientated towards the summer months. The Duke of Norfolk’s ground
with its rich history becomes a kaleidoscope of colour with a swell of activity;
playing, coaching, supporting, spectating…and working! Management (that
ghastly word), ground staff, administrators, officials, caterers and volunteers are all
hard at it ensuring that we live up to expectation. And what is that expectation?
In a word, it is ‘belonging’.
We are all helping to create and develop belonging. The reward is to witness
blind cricketers, Afghan refugees, inner city boys and girls and hundreds of others
so vividly described in Johnny’s review. They are challenged and nurtured in the
Foundation’s ‘Arundel experience’. The empathy is electric and palpable; they don’t
identify with being beneficiaries – they simply feel this great sense of belonging.
This is what we do, we do it well and we have fun doing it; nothing wrong in that.
The buzz of activity is less obvious in the close season, except for Lee and his men
busy on the square, the outfield and the surrounds. But the winter and spring are
when much of the planning and fundraising are progressed and, of course, when
our indoor school – that wonderful and enabling legacy from Paul Getty – goes
into overdrive.
The Foundation will continue to be inspired by the humanity, warmth
and passion of former chairman, Michael Melluish, who died early last
year. He cared deeply for the principle of ‘belonging’ and would fully
subscribe to the sentiments and spirit of Johnny’s review. Read on.
Patrick Shervington, MBE · Chairman of Trustees
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Michael E. L. Melluish, OBE (1932–2014)

Few people have contributed more to Arundel and
Arundel cricket than Mike. Nothing did he and Anna,
his wife, like more than to travel over for a day’s cricket,
lunch and all, and immerse themselves in the happy
atmosphere of the ground and its people. His support
for the young, and especially those who struggled, knew
no bounds. My goodness, we are grateful for the time
and energy he gave to the project.
Mike was a complete all-rounder whose charm and
unpretentious intellect brought him great success and
many friends in business, sport and education. He had
that rare ability of bringing the best out in others, and

especially the young and the underdog, whose cause he
would champion tirelessly.
First as a Trustee and then Chairman of the
Arundel Castle Cricket Foundation, Mike’s contribution was both inspiring and selfless. He worked with
great energy behind the scenes to strengthen the Board
of Trustees and improve the financial impact of the
Foundation. Thousands of young people have benefited from his enthusiasm and commitment. Honesty
and integrity are rare qualities these days but Mike
had both in abundance.
He will perhaps be remembered most for his kindness and generosity of spirit, as well as a mischievous
sense of fun which shone through his whole life. This
was reflected in all that he did for Arundel. Those who
knew him will remember him with great joy and a
broad smile on their faces.
John Barclay, DL
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port and the fun that runs alongside it serve a
powerful purpose. It brings people together;
those from different backgrounds, generations
and abilities. For sport to work you need other people
in abundance and the same goes for life. Building
up the courage to enjoy oneself is an essential part
of learning and not much is more life-enhancing
than that.
Bravery and courage have been much in our minds
during 2014 as we have remembered the sacrifices
made on our behalf by so many ordinary and
very young people. The
carpet of poppies
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‘planted’ by The Tower of London has reminded us of
heroic deeds of a century ago and instils in us the gift
of freedom which has been the outcome of such selfless endeavour. Nelson Mandela said, ‘Bravery is not
the absence of fear but the determination to overcome it’.
I see a touch of fear in many of the faces that visit

Arundel each year as they are pitched into something
very different from the urban, inner-city backgrounds
of home. Uncertainty can be bewildering. Failure for
many is as corrosive as it can be strengthening. Many
of them, I feel, expect to fail and, in their body language, expect the answer ‘NO’. That is what they’re

used to. Whatever else at Arundel, we aim to change
this pattern and give them the courage to find an alternative route. And it’s not that difficult. I recently read
that Aristotle’s idea of virtue falls midway between
two defects, so that courage is way beyond cowardice,
but somewhere short of recklessness. I like that. It’s
worth aiming for.
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Special Needs Programme
The purpose of the many visits we host each year is
to give young people, for whom life is a real struggle,
hope and encouragement because, without hope, life
is less easy to bear. Much of our happiness involves
some sort of expectation, something to look forward
to, a treat, hope for the future – keen anticipation and
the patience which goes with it. In the past year some
2000 youngsters and adults came to Arundel and displayed clearly, and with increasing confidence, the skills
and potential of which they were capable. Many of
them stayed for one or more nights and in that time
showed us what they could do. The minor challenges
of climbing round the Castle and playing on the sands
at Littlehampton were quickly and easily mastered.
Shells, boats, sand, sea and fish were new to many.
Hitting a ball and running were important achieve-

ments. ‘If you can do that, you can do anything’. One
boy, unable to speak, but all the same communicating
successfully with sounds and expression, was so overcome with emotion when it was time to leave that tears
streamed down his face. ‘There was no need for words’,
Alexander McCall Smith has written, ‘for there are
times when words can only hint at what the heart would
wish to say’.
Without doubt the combination of our cricket
ground, the space it provides – trees, grass and adventure – the Castle and its gardens and the seaside, is a
winner. With comfortable and suitable accommodation nearby added to the mix, we do have something
very special to offer. I know it makes a difference to
our visitors.

"The seaside was good in the rain. We
threw stones in the sea and walked
on the sand."

Rhianna
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Our many blind and partially-sighted children capture the atmosphere as well as any. Their powers of
perception and understanding are as remarkable as
they are instinctive. They challenge my powers of
description; they like to feel the pitch itself and knock
it with their knuckles – hard; they rub the grass, touch
the tractor and roller and chat to
the groundsmen before having a
go at playing cricket themselves.
Indeed, cricket for the visually
impaired is forever being taken
to new heights. Last year, the
England team played against
The Duke of Norfolk’s XI
in a 40-over match,
goggles being worn
on and off the pitch by
the fully-sighted team.
Unexpectedly I caught
rather a good catch –
goggle-less, I fear, but
exciting nonetheless.
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"I really enjoyed when
I batted and bowled.
Thank you for running
with me and clapping
so that I could know
what way to go."
Talha
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"I would like to thank you
for all of the experiences
I have had at Arundel.
You helped me a lot with
my cricket and the castle
was the most amazing
thing I have ever seen.
You are some of the best
people I know."
Jake
"I really enjoyed the
cricket games the best
and I liked the swords in
the castle."
Tommy
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Over the years, well-known cricketers from the
First-Class and International game have been enormously supportive to our programme and chatted to
the youngsters. Sussex players have always given their
time, especially on wet days, and in 2014 both Andrew
Flintoff and Ryan Sidebottom made generous contributions. This made a big impression upon the children
and a difference, I'm sure, to Andrew and Ryan too.
Brent Knoll, William Morris and Woodfield
Schools especially benefited from their generosity and
just two weeks later I made a visit myself to Woodfield
in Brent, North-West London. There I met Stefan, a
25 year old West Indian, who had attended the school
12 years previously. He told me it had been the making of him. Most of the pupils live in tiny council flats
where family life can be turbulent to say the least. For
these young people, things tend to revolve around the
school which, in effect, becomes their family – sport,
learning, social life and most meals – in fact, anything
to avoid gangland culture.
Stefan had visited Arundel several times from
school, trips he loved and never forgot. They made a
12

big impact upon his progress. Life was not easy for
him and, although not totally out of the woods, he
now works for the Middlesex Cricket Board under
Katie Berry who, interestingly enough, was herself
one of the first East End girls to visit Arundel around
1990. We’ve kept in touch ever since. Stefan now
immerses himself in the North London Special Needs
and Coaching Programme and with great success. It
is the environment from which he came and now he
is giving something back to many of those he understands better than anyone. Stefan gave me a guided
tour of the school, all departments in action
and did it with great pride.
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Amidst many visits made this year by schools and
organisations dedicated to both the young and adults
with special needs and disabilities, I would like to
make particular mention of three which made a special
impact.
1. The Phoenix School from Bow in East London
Twelve pupils and their staff spent three days with us
in July. Most things were a bit slow going. Amidst the
excitement of visiting the Castle, gardens, seaside and
even playing a bit of cricket, it was the camp fires and
outdoor life at Lodge Hill (accommodation) that really
made an impression upon them all and had a positive effect. The calm atmosphere they clearly found
invigorating and, of course, presented a very different
world from their lives in the East End. For this and
the way they absorbed themselves into Arundel – ‘It
feeds the soul’, we were told by their teachers – the
school was awarded The Chris Box-Grainger Trophy
by the Cricket Society Trust which has done so much
to encourage our Special Needs Programme over the
years.

2. Adult Special Needs Fun and Activity Day
Such was the success of this day in 2013 that we
organised a similar event in June for over 500 disabled
people and helpers who spread themselves out over the
ground – picnics, music, dancing, karaoke, barbecues
and cricket (of a sort). The open space, soft grass of the
outfield, beautiful views and sunny weather combined
to give much joy. Smiles, commitment and goodwill
made for a generous spirit and happy atmosphere. It is
obvious to me that stimulation and activities of this sort
are of huge importance to disabled people once school
and college are over when, to a large extent, they are
left to fend for themselves. They become increasingly
vulnerable and easy prey to abuse of all sorts. Exercise
and mobility are also important where weight and
attendant health problems are forever lurking in the
background. The pleasure derived from events such as
this may be way beyond our understanding.

3. The Whitehawk Summer Programme
For some years we have recognised that serious inner
city problems exist on our doorstep as well as within
the boroughs of London. So, in August, 17 children
with five staff visited us from Brighton for a day out.
These children, aged between five and ten years old,
rarely have a treat so a day such as this represents a
major step forward in their lives, puts a smile on their
faces and gives them a glimpse of something enriching and absorbing. That’s what it’s all about. A day
well spent.

"My experience at Arundel was so great that
I would most definitely like to go again."

John
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London Borough Community Development
Last summer, I chanced upon a book written
by Simon Inglis, ‘Played in London: Charting the
Heritage of a City at Play’. It is a quiet celebration
of London’s sporting credentials over the years and
well worth a read. Amidst all the other things going
on in the city, it is a reminder that London possesses
an unrivalled sporting heritage. I learnt all sorts of
things. For example, London is the first city to have
hosted three modern Olympics; it has 14 professional
16

football clubs and any number of rugby clubs; two
county cricket teams and 22 sporting venues that hold
10,000 spectators or more. Tourists visit London for
its galleries, shows and shops, but sport has its own
special attraction. Possibly London’s main boast is
not only just its number of venues but also their rich
past; Wimbledon, Twickenham, Wembley, Lord’s and
the Thames for the Boat Race. These are places where
there does not even need to be sport on show to be

worth a visit, just to smell the air and feel the history. Sport matters. And yet, amidst this glowing
and illustrious history, London has in the last 20
years lost 20% of its football pitches and 40% of its
cricket wickets as a stark reminder that London’s
enthusiasm for sport is hardly matched by encouragement or commitment.
That is a reason, amongst others, that Arundel
has, over many years, formed such a close alliance
with Capital Kids Cricket and provided an outlet
in the countryside of West Sussex for its energy.
Thousands of children have now participated in our
London Borough weeks and had their eyes opened
to a different culture that has included cricket as a
powerful medium to assist with their development
and education. The outcome in 2014 has been as
strong as ever, enhanced by good weather and a series
of matches and coaching sessions that were embraced
with a competitive and generous spirit – children from
Hackney, Tower Hamlets, Newham, Islington and
Greenwich mixing, eating and learning to get along
together amidst a background of sport and goodwill.
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"Thank you for inviting us and making
it possible for us to be there. I enjoyed
watching Sussex and Summerset play
cricket. I liked the fresh air and the
forest."

Ruqaiya
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Interestingly, 60 years ago last May, Sir Roger
Bannister became the first person to run a mile in
under four minutes. Whilst celebrating his achievement, Sir Roger raised once again the prickly question of schools’ sport and its competitive nature. He
firmly believes, as do many others, that competition
is both healthy and desirable as an integral part of
social education. After all, life in the workplace is
competitive and so to deny children this experience
might be seen as negligent.
All the same, some care is needed before sweeping
conclusions are reached. In my experience, some Head
Teachers and, in all probability, Education Authorities
have been much put off by the aggressive and, at times,
brutal manner in which some sport is now played.
The Suarez biting incident in the World Cup might
be cited as an example. Cheating and foul play have
become more prominent. Sometimes it appears that
anything goes if it gives an advantage. Soccer, rugby
and cricket have all been culpable in recent years. The
2013/14 Ashes series in Australia was a disaster for
England but, perhaps more significantly, the behaviour
20

of both sides and the manner in which the series was
conducted spread grave doubts about the game’s spirit.
Possibly the tragic death of Phillip Hughes might just
make a difference.

Few would now disagree that the generosity of
spirit that shone through last summer’s Commonwealth Games in Glasgow was no longer overtly
evident in many levels of cricket. It would seem that
public life is not immune either if the disappointing
behaviour of Andrew Mitchell and David Mellor is
anything to go by – surely the champion sledgers of
2014! The concept of the Spirit of Cricket has been
somewhat undermined and this has done little for
the overall good of the game. This principle needs
to be addressed and quickly if Sir Roger’s ideal is to
be fulfilled.
All of this is important to us at Arundel as we
make our plans to use our special facilities to encourage such a wide range of people for whom life is not
easy. Afghan refugees, The Chris Gayle Academy,
The London Federation of Youth Clubs, The Clem
Gibson Memorial Trust supporting teenagers from
London, The England Association for the Deaf,
Primary Schools from Lambeth and many others all
spent time with us and absorbed the culture, cricket
and spirit of Arundel.
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We finished last year in Scarborough. There, in
August, 12 youngsters accompanied by their coaches
set off to play cricket for five days in Yorkshire. This
trip marked an important step forward from our activities at Arundel – real cricket matches against unknown
and skilful opposition far away from home. Of course,
there was much more to it than just cricket. Only a
few of the team had ever been away on tour before
and none had been to Yorkshire. Gathered together
from different boroughs, they got to know each other
on the train journey north where they then played
in Huddersfield, Hanging Heaton near Bradford,
Frixton and Scarborough. Self-confidence and selfdiscipline were perhaps the most important outcomes
of the trip and strengthened by new friendships and
much laughter. They enjoyed some moments of triumph and learnt to cope with minor setbacks whilst
the warm welcome from our friends in Yorkshire ensured the complete success of the expedition.
‘Giving this opportunity to state school kids is invaluable’, wrote two grateful parents. ‘Joseph has only played one cricket match in three years at secondary school and
22

the cost of such a tour is prohibitive to most families. He
has been totally inspired now to improve his cricket and is
longing to play more. I’m certain the others felt the same.
He enjoyed the social side as well as all the food! It is the
first time he has been away with a group and certainly he
had a few fun stories to tell’.
We could not be more grateful to our close friend,
Peter Davies, for his generous and heartfelt support
for this wonderful initiative – a big thank you. And
on that very positive note, the curtain comes down
upon a successful, happy and productive year.
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hilst I am sure it’s right not to dwell too
much on the past – a review, by its very
nature, is inclined to do so – it is at the
same time important that memories, many of them
especially poignant this year, help to shape the present
as we make progress onwards and into the future. That
is where the Arundel Castle Cricket Foundation, with
much hope and optimism, is now going.

JOHN BARCLAY, DL
Director of Cricket & Coaching
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THANK YOU
Our Foundation is enormously grateful to all those who help us and have such a positive impact upon
our projects. We are indebted to everyone who gives us support and encouragement and, in the same
measure, we so appreciate all those teachers, carers, volunteer helpers and social workers whose
dedication and good humour enliven each day.
During the course of 2014, the Foundation benefited from a number of fundraising events: a West Sussex
charity walk, a golf day at Goodwood, a cricket dinner at Caldicott Preparatory School and an 8-a-side
cricket day at Arundel. Together, they raised £37,000. Huge thanks to everyone who helped ensure that
all these events were so successful and such fun.
The Foundation has also been supported by a number of generous private donors and many companies,
institutions and charitable trusts, raising £300,000:
Arfan Akram
Arundel Festival
Michael Atherton OBE
Bascule Charitable Trust
Berry Bros & Rudd
Billmeir Charitable Trust
Tom Bristowe
Jim Carter
Clarkes Estate Agents
Cobra Foundation
Bernard Coleman Charitable Trust
Douglas Connon MBE
Clare Connor OBE
Cricket Society Trust
Peter Davies
Dexam Trust
Simon Doggart
Nigel Draffan
Gilbert & Eileen Edgar Foundation
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Feathers Charitable Trust
Felpham Lodge No 5413
Jocelyn Galsworthy
Susan Gearing
Clem Gibson Memorial Trust
Worshipful Company of Girdlers
Goodwood Golf Club
Ed Grimston
Joshua Hayday Helping Hand Trust
Heartaches CC
Holdingham Group
Boris Karloff Charitable Foundation
Lansdowne Partners
Ernest Kleinwort Charitable Trust
Guyll Leng Charitable Trust
Lilley Benevolent Trust
Lynn Foundation
The Earl of March
Judy Martin-Jenkins

Donations in Memory of
Christopher Martin-Jenkins MBE
Donations in Memory of
Michael Melluish OBE
MEZZE
MCC Foundation
Michael & Rosalind Meacock
The Duke of Norfolk
Permira
Ashley Preston
Richard Pyman
Derek Raphael Charitable Trust
Redburn Partners
Sir Tim Rice
Donations in Memory of Mark Rogerson
Worshipful Company of Saddlers
Sandra Charitable Trust
Patrick Shervington MBE
Foundation for Sport & the Arts

Alec Stewart OBE
Oliver Stocken CBE
Stonewall Park Charitable Trust
Michael & Linda Stratford
Bernard Sunley Charitable Trust
Sussex Martlets
Tikli Bottom Walkers
The Topiary Tree
Worshipful Company of Tobacco Pipe
Makers and Tobacco Blenders
William Allen Young Charitable Trust
Garfield Weston Foundation
de Winton Family Trust
Nigel Wray
Wintrust New Zealand Ltd
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